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The couples we knew were also aging... and paid rising taxes and suffered automobile accidents and midnight illnesses and marital woe; but under the tireless supervision of gossip all misfortunes were compared, and confessed, and revealed as relative. (Updike, 1985, p. 48)

Salieri, speaking of Mozart, in Amadeus: Tonight... stands a giggling child who can put on paper, without actually setting down his billiard cue, casual notes which turn my most considered ones into lifeless scratches... [That] ensured that I would know myself forever mediocre. (Shaffer, 1980, p. 61)

An important source of knowledge about oneself is comparisons with other people. In 1954, Festinger proposed a theory of social comparison based on this insight. Although interest in the theory has waxed and waned since then (Goethals, 1986b), social comparison research has enjoyed a resurgence recently: Over 100 journal articles on social comparison have appeared since 1982, which is almost three times the number published in the theory's first 12 years (Radloff & Bard, 1966). Moreover, social comparison processes are central to other prominent theories in social psychology, including relative deprivation (Masters & Smith, 1987; Olson, Herman, & Zanna, 1986), Tesser's self-evaluation maintenance model (Tesser, 1986), and Tajfel and Turner's (1979) social identity theory of groups. Although social comparison theory was once dubbed "everybody's second-favorite theory in social psychology (but almost nobody's first)" (Arrowood, 1978, p. 491), the literature has never before had more vitality.

These developments call for a reexamination of social comparison theory. For some time, researchers have operated under an understanding of social comparison that goes beyond Festinger's (1954) original theory and that in some ways contradicts it. However, various theoretical strands that have emerged in the past have not been woven together. In addition, past theoretical statements have not accommodated the insights that are offered by social comparison studies that have appeared in recent years or by research on social cognition and the self. This article integrates these older and newer insights. Together, they present a view of the social comparer and of the social environment that contrasts with that depicted by the original theory. Specifically, the individual harbors goals other than accurate self-evaluation, and the social environment is not always obliging. In addition, to achieve the individual's goals in the face of an unyielding environment, the comparison process must be more multifaceted and malleable than has been recognized previously.

This literature review illustrates this contrasting portrait of the individual, the social environment, and the comparison process, and focuses on comparisons of personal attributes such as abilities and personality characteristics. It does not concern comparisons of opinions, emotions, or comparison processes in groups. Although this article does not summarize relative deprivation research, which concerns comparisons of outcomes (e.g., pay), it does describe findings that are especially relevant to comparisons of personal attributes.

Original Theory

Festinger's (1954) social comparison theory postulates that humans have a drive to evaluate their opinions and abilities. To function effectively, they need to know their own capacities and limitations, and they must be accurate in their opinions of objects and of other people (Jones & Gerard, 1967). Festinger thought that people best serve this need for self-evaluation by measuring their attributes against direct, physical standards. When objective standards are unavailable, however, individuals compare themselves with other people. The central proposition of Festinger's theory is the "similarity hypothesis," which predicts that individuals prefer to compare themselves with similar others. When individuals attempt to evaluate an ability and their performance is very different from that of other people, all that they can be certain of is that their own performance is...
Are People Unbiased Self-Evaluators?

Festinger emphasized accurate self-evaluation as the purpose of social comparison. Indeed, "the holding of incorrect opinions and/or inaccurate appraisals of one's abilities can be punishing or even fatal in many situations" (Festinger, 1954, p. 117). Festinger characterized the individual as largely rational and unbiased, as seeking a "stable," "precise," and "accurate" self-evaluation.

Festinger did suggest, however, that people may not be entirely unbiased. He implied that opinion evaluation is not an uninvolving process, in that individuals want their opinions to be "correct." Festinger (1954) also noted that when an ability is particularly low, "deep experiences of failure and feelings of inadequacy" are "not . . . unusual" (p. 137). However, Festinger did not specify how such feelings and motives may influence one's comparisons. Rather, his emphasis on the even-handed, self-evaluative goals of social comparison and the unidirectional drive upward portrayed the social comparer as facing up to his or her honest self-assessment and perhaps as aiming to better the self. Are individuals really so rational and unbiased as this portrait suggests? Both classic and recent research in social psychology indicates that people harbor a variety of motives that pertain to the self, which may be grouped into three broad classes: self-evaluation, self-improvement, and self-enhancement.

Self-evaluation. Festinger's view is consistent with a dominant theme in social psychology—as reflected, for example, in attribution theory—that people strive to be accurate in their views of the world. Although researchers find it difficult to avoid confounding self-evaluation and self-enhancement concerns, many agree that individuals are interested in accurate self-evaluation (Raynor & McFarlin, 1986; Trope, 1986). In Trope's (1986) research, for example, subjects are presented with a choice among tasks that vary in their capacity to diagnose levels of ability. Subjects tend to select tasks that will diagnose their abilities, and they often do so even when the outcome is likely to be unfavorable (see Trope, 1986, for a review). Other studies indicate that people are interested specifically in social comparison for self-evaluation (e.g., Scheier & Carver, 1983).

Self-improvement. Individuals also strive to improve themselves. This interest has been well-documented in research on achievement motivation (Atkinson & Raynor, 1974) and observational learning (Bandura, 1986). Self-improvement interests also are clearly visible in everyday life, in which "how-to" books and pop therapies serve a seemingly unquenchable public thirst. Although Festinger's unidirectional drive upward recognized individuals' interest in self-improvement, few studies have examined its role in social comparison.

Self-enhancement. An increasingly dominant theme in social psychology runs counter to Festinger's emphasis on accurate self-evaluation. There is growing evidence that people are not unbiased; they often harbor unrealistically positive views of themselves and bias information in a self-serving manner (e.g., Sackeim, 1983; Taylor & Brown, 1988). This evidence attests to self-enhancement motives, motives aimed at protecting or enhancing one's self-esteem. Social comparisons clearly may arouse self-enhancement concerns. People do not accept all comparative information with aplomb; learning that a rival has won an award or a lover's heart may be painful indeed. Individuals may, in turn, make comparisons so as to improve their self-esteem.

Although the social comparison literature has long recognized that self-evaluation is not the only motive behind social comparison, it has not appreciated fully the implications that a complexly motivated social comparer has for the process of comparison. This article considers the ways in which the goals of self-evaluation, self-improvement, and self-enhancement affect the comparison process.

Is the Social Environment an Inactive Backdrop in Social Comparison?

Social comparison theory emphasized the individual as the "causal agent . . . standing out against a rather non-problematic environment" (Guiot, 1978, p. 30) and largely implied that the social environment is fairly passive toward and cooperative with the individual's aims. Festinger (1954) emphasized the individual's comparison interests and choices and gave little attention to situations in which the environment imposes comparisons on the individual.¹

Moreover, the traditional social comparison literature has reflected this emphasis. Most studies conducted in the name of social comparison have asked, "Who do subjects select for comparison?" rather than "What are the effects of comparisons on the subject?" (cf. Suls, 1986b). By emphasizing the individual's ability to select comparisons, the literature has largely reflected the view that the social environment is in the back-

¹ Festinger (1954) acknowledged that comparisons may be forced under two conditions: when a group member is strongly attracted to the group and when he or she is restrained from leaving the group.
ground, waiting and cooperative. However, two areas of research that would not be included in the traditional social comparison literature have concerned the effects of comparisons, and these areas portray a very active role for the social environment.

Effects of comparisons on self-concept. In several studies, researchers have related some aspect of subjects' social environment to their self-evaluations. If they are related, this suggests that the social environment has provided comparisons that have shaped the subjects' self-evaluations. For example, Marsh and Parker (1984) related the average ability level in children's schools with the children's self-esteem and found that if children are surrounded by others with higher ability, their self-esteem tends to be lower than if they are surrounded by others of lower ability (but see Bachman & O'Malley, 1986). Similarly, college graduates' relative standing among their peers is a critical predictor of their career aspirations (Davis, 1966). A student who earns high grades at a college where it is easy to earn high grades tends to have higher career aspirations than an equally qualified student at a more competitive college. This phenomenon has been called

"the campus as a frog pond"; for the frog in a shallow pond aims his sights higher than an equally talented frog in a deep pond. (Pettigrew, 1967, p. 257)

The degree to which individuals define themselves in relation to others in their social environment, rather than on the basis of objective criteria, is quite striking (see Marsh & Parker, 1984; Pettigrew, 1967; and Ruble, 1983; for references). For example, Harter (1985) found that mainstreamed mentally retarded (with IQs of 50 to 70) children's perceptions of their scholastic competence were equal to those of normal children, whereas mainstreamed learning-disabled (with normal IQs) children's perceptions of their competence were lower than those of normal children. This paradoxical finding was explained by Harter's (1985) discovery that the mainstreamed retarded children were comparing themselves with their retarded peers, whereas the mainstreamed learning-disabled children were comparing themselves with normal children (see also Gibbons, 1985; Strang, Smith, & Rogers, 1978).

In addition to these effects of social comparisons on global aspects of self-evaluation, one's feelings about the self may ebb and flow with situational variations in one's social context. In Morse and Gergen's (1970) classic "Mr. Clean/Mr. Dirty" study, for example, college students' self-esteem suffered when they applied for a job in the presence of a fellow applicant who looked very clean and competent. They felt better when the fellow applicant was unkempt and disorganized. Also illustrative is McGuire's research, which suggests that whatever aspect of oneself is distinctive in relation to other people in any particular setting is prominent in one's thoughts about the self. For example, sixth graders who were asked to describe themselves were more likely to mention their hair color when their hair was red or blond than when it was dark, which is more common (McGuire & Padawer-Singer, 1976). The self-concept is responsive, then, to changes in the social context, which again suggests that the social environment imposes comparisons that have an impact on the individual.

Effects of comparisons involving personal outcomes. Similarly, relative deprivation research indicates that whether one is satisfied or dissatisfied with one's outcomes often has less to do with the absolute level of those outcomes than with the standards that are salient in one's social setting. For example, 10-year corporate executives who are making more money than they ever dreamed of may nonetheless be resentful if they learn that a new employee's salary is higher than their own (Messé & Watts, 1983): "The relative deprivation literature is replete with examples of poor and downtrodden people who are not dissatisfied and of affluent, seemingly fortunate people who are (Crosby, 1976; Olson et al., 1986). Similarly, one's satisfaction with life appears to depend less on objective circumstances than on how one stands in relation to others; if one is better off, one is happy (see Diener, 1984, for a review).

Studies that have focused on self-concept and on feelings of satisfaction about personal outcomes, then, suggest that the social environment provides comparisons that impinge on the individual, whether or not he or she has "selected" them. These studies challenge Festinger's (1954) implicit depiction of the social environment as an inactive backdrop for the individual's comparisons. At the same time, this research clearly and strongly supports the basic thrust of Festinger's theory: People compare themselves with other people, and their comparisons are pivotal to their self-evaluations.

If researchers begin to focus more on the effects of comparisons, they are likely to discover that social comparison is pervasive and powerful in everyday life. Comparisons need not involve explicitly evaluative situations (such as test taking) or salient comparison referents (such as when a coworker gets a promotion). Social comparison may occur automatically; it may be an "almost inevitable element of social interaction" (Brickman & Bulman, 1977, p. 150). One may read about comparison others in the newspaper or see them on the street (e.g., "Is that Porsche driver really happier than I am?"). Such comparisons may affect one's self-evaluation, even though one has not selected them (Allen & Wilder, 1977; Guion, 1978).

Serving Goals Through Social Comparison

If the individual has goals other than accurate self-evaluation, and if the environment imposes comparisons on the individual, what are the implications for the process of social comparison? Several implications are illustrated by the research reviewed herein. One implication of an active social environment is that the comparison process is not one way, emanating from the individual toward the environment, but two way, and hence individuals' reactions to comparisons are a critical component of comparison processes. Accordingly, in this review, studies of people's reactions to comparisons are presented whenever possible and determinants of those reactions are identified.

The individual's goals also have considerable influence on the comparison process. Festinger's (1954) emphasis on self-evaluation led to a single prediction regarding whom people will select for comparison: similar others. However, a similar comparison other may not be the comparison target of choice under all comparison goals. For example, self-improvement interests may prompt one to make comparisons with others who are superior or better off in some way; these are called upward com-
parisons (Wheeler, 1966). Self-enhancement interests may prompt one to make comparisons with others who are inferior or less fortunate than oneself; these are called downward comparisons (Wills, 1981).

Although this review identifies ways in which the individual's goals direct the choice of comparison target, it becomes clear that the literature has overemphasized target selection. Selecting a target is not the only comparison strategy that individuals have at their disposal. Research on social cognition and the self suggests that people may interpret, distort, and ignore information so as to see themselves positively (see Taylor & Brown, 1988, for a review). To integrate the implications of this evidence for social comparison, this article considers the ways in which individuals may exert influence on the comparison process in order to achieve their goals. In the face of a sometimes unyielding environment, the comparison process may adopt a variety of forms other than target selection.

Another sense in which research has overemphasized the comparison target is that it has failed to appreciate the role of two other components of the comparison process: (a) the nature of the dimension under evaluation and (b) the dimensions that surround the dimension under evaluation. The dimension under evaluation is the attribute—such as shyness, beauty, or productivity—on which one is making a comparison. The nature of the dimension under evaluation varies in important ways, such as in how familiar it is and how personally important it is, and these variations have critical consequences for comparison processes.

Surrounding dimensions are dimensions that are involved in comparisons but are not the focal dimension under evaluation. For example, if one is evaluating one's ability to play the piano, one may not only compare one's own piano playing with that of others' piano playing; one also may take into account dimensions other than piano playing, such as how long the other person has played and whether the other is a professional or a hobbyist. Although research largely has emphasized the comparisons that one makes along the single dimension that one is evaluating, comparisons along these surrounding dimensions are pivotal in comparison processes. Both the dimension under evaluation and these surrounding dimensions influence how individuals seek to satisfy their goals through social comparison, as well as how they react to comparisons that are imposed by the environment.

The research supporting this analysis is organized around the goals of self-evaluation, self-improvement, and self-enhancement. Within the section for each goal, I discuss the various ways in which comparisons may serve that goal and the ways in which the dimension under evaluation and the surrounding dimensions come into play.

The measures that have been used in social comparison research are introduced briefly here. They fall into four main categories. The rank-order paradigm, which focuses on subjects' comparison selections, is described shortly. Other selection measures include the time subjects spend observing others (e.g., Ruble, Feldman, & Boggiano, 1976). Another category of measure looks at the effects of comparisons on such variables as subjects' performances and emotional responses (e.g., Carlson & Masters, 1986). Free-response measures monitor the comparisons that individuals express as they occur, such as the comparisons that school children make in the classroom (e.g., "He's on 13, and I'm only on 10"; Frey & Ruble, 1985). On comparative rating measures, subjects rate themselves in relation to others on some dimension, such as creativity (e.g., Alicke, 1985). Another type of comparative rating is used in false-consensus studies, in which subjects are asked to predict the percentage of people who would have the same response as they and the percentage who would respond differently (see Marks & Miller, 1987, for a review). Although these diverse operationalizations may reflect different meanings or facets of social comparison (Wood, 1989), all types are included in this review.

**Self-Evaluation**

How may social comparisons serve self-evaluative goals? First discussed is the vehicle that the literature emphasizes most.

**Target Selections Along the Dimension Under Evaluation**

Festinger's similarity hypothesis reads as follows:

The tendency to compare oneself with some other specific person decreases as the difference between his [or her] opinion or ability and one's own increases. (Festinger, 1954, p. 120)

This seemingly simple hypothesis sparked considerable debate over what constitutes a "similar" comparison other (Latané, 1966; Suls, 1977). According to one interpretation, the phrase "the tendency to compare . . . decreases as the difference . . . increases" implies that similarity is defined in terms of the specific dimension under evaluation. That is, when evaluating an ability, one would compare oneself to someone whose ability is similar to one's own. Evidence pertaining to this interpretation of similarity is considered first.

Rank-order studies are well suited to examining this interpretation of similarity, because they offer subjects a selection of comparison targets who vary only in their positions on the dimension under evaluation. Subjects are given bogus information about how they and several other subjects scored on a test. They are told that their score ranks in the middle of the others' scores and are given the opportunity to see the score of a person occupying one other rank. According to the similarity predic-

---

2 Festinger (1954) did not specify precisely how the unidirectional drive upward would affect comparison selection (Dakin & Arrowood, 1981; Suls, 1977). Many have interpreted it to mean that it would combine with interests in similarity to yield comparisons with others who were slightly superior to oneself (e.g., Wheeler, 1966). However, Hakmiller (1966a) predicted the opposite: that the drive upward would lead to downward comparisons, because one would prefer to see oneself as better than others.

3 The degree to which consensus estimates reflect social comparisons is unclear (Marks & Miller, 1987; Wood, 1989). Indeed, whereas social comparison is typically thought to involve using others as reference points to evaluate the self, false-consensus effects typically are thought to involve using the self as a reference point to make judgments about others (although Marks and Miller argue that frequently they may not involve even that). Because comparison researchers have used false-consensus methods, however, these methods are included here, and their implications for social comparison are discussed.
Unfamiliar versus familiar dimensions. However, Wheeler et al. (1969) discovered an important exception to the similarity prediction: When subjects do not know what the range of scores is, they prefer to learn the scores of the others who are most dissimilar to themselves in the rank order: the highest scoring person and the lowest scoring person (Friend & Gilbert, 1973; Gruder, 1971; Gruder et al., 1975; Thornton & Arrowood, 1966; Wilson & Benner, 1971). If subjects already know what their scores are in the rank-order studies, and they know that their score falls in the middle of the group, what exactly are they doing when they seek information about the extremes? Extremely different others may exemplify the characteristic under evaluation, which may be particularly useful when one is unfamiliar with the dimension under evaluation (Arrowood & Friend, 1969; Thornton & Arrowood, 1966). For example, a young girl seeking to understand what extroversion is may look to an extremely outgoing friend and to an extremely timid friend.

Another possibility is that when people are unfamiliar with the dimension under evaluation, they first wish to determine the range of scores on the dimension (Deutsch & Krauss, 1965; Singer, 1966; Wheeler et al., 1969). Learning the range of scores may be helpful because knowing one's own score may have little meaning by itself. Given the evidence cited earlier that people define themselves in relation to others in their social environment, subjects may not be able to interpret their own score without knowing where others stand on the dimension and how far the middle score is from those of the others. This interpretation of range seeking is consistent with evidence from studies that do not use the rank-order method. When subjects are not constrained to select a single score, they appear to be interested in obtaining any information they can about the dimension; they are interested in learning the group's mean (Sanders, 1982a; Suls & Tesch, 1978) or in examining the entire distribution of scores (Brickman & Berman, 1971), especially when they are uncertain about the dimension under evaluation (Brickman & Berman, 1971; Gruder et al., 1975). These results suggest that on unfamiliar dimensions, or on previously familiar dimensions in a new social context, one's goal is to learn the distribution of others' standings, perhaps as an initial step toward self-evaluation (cf. Wheeler & Zuckerman, 1977).

As individuals become more familiar with the distribution on the underlying dimension, their comparison choices change. Once subjects in rank-order studies know the range of scores, they choose to see the scores of others at similar ranks, presumably to see precisely how similar they are to these others (e.g., Wheeler et al., 1969). Similarly, Trope's (1979) studies suggest that when individuals evaluate an ability, they tend to choose tasks that are diagnostic of that ability within the range of their uncertainty. That is, a highly able person tends to choose a task that will discriminate between high-ability levels; a person low in ability chooses a task that will discriminate between low-ability levels. People also prefer to compete with others who have about the same level of ability (Dakin & Arrowood, 1981; Gastorf, Suls, & Lawhon, 1978; Hoffman, Festinger, & Lawrence, 1954; R. L. Miller & Suls, 1977). Although dissimilar others may be particularly informative when individuals are unfamiliar with the dimension under evaluation, the range of relevant comparison others appears to narrow as individuals become more aware of their own standing.

Moreover, studies of the effects of comparisons (rather than comparison selections) indicate that, as Festinger (1954) predicted, one's self-evaluation becomes more stable and accurate when one compares oneself with others whose abilities are similar (Radloff, 1966; Wilson, 1973; but see Gastorf & Suls, 1978). Comparisons with others who are very different on the dimension under evaluation, on the other hand, appear to have very little impact (France-Kaattrude & Smith, 1985; Mettee & Smith, 1977; Sanders, 1982b). For example, subjects' performance on a task improved when they were in the presence of someone whose performance was slightly better, but their performance was not affected when the other's performance was highly discrepant from their own (Seta, 1982). When comparison others are too different, "one merely ceases to compare oneself with those persons" (Festinger, 1954, p. 128).

Selection of versus effects of dissimilar comparisons. These results point to an intriguing asymmetry between the selection of and the effects of comparisons with others who are dissimilar on the dimension under evaluation. Although people often seek information about others who are dissimilar, they appear to be little affected by comparisons with them. Individuals who are extremely different may help one to define the range of possibilities, but once one defines that range, those individuals may have little relevance to oneself. The relative deprivation literature describes a fascinating real-world illustration of this principle. Riots and revolutions do not tend to occur when a group is extremely deprived in relation to other groups but only after the group's condition has reached a level closer to that of a privileged group (Pettigrew, 1967). Only then, apparently, is the other group similar enough to be relevant for comparison.

These findings regarding self-evaluative comparisons along the dimension under evaluation point to one way in which the nature of that dimension is influential. In this case, the nature of the dimension refers to its familiarity, which may assume importance because it elicits different motives. On unfamiliar dimensions, individuals appear to be motivated to learn more about the distribution of others' standings, and as they learn more, they appear to try to fine-tune their self-evaluation.

Comparisons on Related Dimensions

Because the first interpretation of similarity considers only one's relative position on the dimension under evaluation, that is the only information available about potential comparison others in most of the studies just reviewed. Although these stud-
ies reveal important processes concerning that dimension, one may ask, Do individuals typically confine their comparisons to the specific dimension under evaluation when they seek self-evaluation?

According to a second interpretation of similarity, they do not. Several researchers have argued that people make more informative comparisons by also considering dimensions that are related to the dimension under evaluation (see Suls & Miller, 1977). To paraphrase an example offered by Zanna, Goethals, and Hill (1975), a swimmer evaluating his or her swimming speed would consider not only other swimmers' swimming speed (the dimension under evaluation) but also their age, experience, and recent practice (dimensions related to swimming speed) when selecting someone for comparison. Rather than compare him or herself with someone whose speed was similar, the swimmer would compare him or herself with someone who was similar on those related dimensions. Similarly, Festinger (1954) himself suggested that if another person's ability was very different from one's own, and if that person was "perceived as different from oneself on attributes consistent with the divergence" (p. 133), one would stop comparing oneself with that person.

The debate over the two interpretations of similarity had centered largely on attempts to discern "what Festinger meant" (a frequently used phrase in the social comparison literature) until Goethals and Darley's (1977) attributional analysis of social comparison brought the importance of related dimensions into clearer conceptual focus. Goethals and Darley (1977) reasoned that ability evaluation involves inferring one's own and another's ability from relative performance. However, that inference is imperfect, because performance is determined not by ability alone but also by such factors as effort and practice. When one compares oneself to another who is different from oneself on these dimensions, the attribution regarding ability is ambiguous. For example, if novice swimmers compare their swimming speeds with those of Olympic champions, they cannot be sure whether their slower speed stems from lower innate ability or from fewer years of practice. Goethals and Darley (1977) therefore predicted that individuals would compare themselves with others who were similar in terms of characteristics "related to and predictive of performance" (p. 265). This interpretation of similarity is referred to as related-attributes similarity (Wheeler & Zuckerman, 1977).

The related-attributes hypothesis has received a great deal of support. When subjects have the opportunity to consider attributes that are related to the dimension under evaluation, they prefer to compare themselves with others who are similar on those dimensions (Suls, Gastorf, & Lawhon, 1978; Zanna et al., 1975; see especially C. T. Miller, 1982; Wheeler et al., 1982). Moreover, people who already have information about their relative standing on the dimension under evaluation still desire information about related attributes (Wheeler & Koestner, 1984).

Related attributes are critical to both sides of the comparison process: the individual and the social environment. Related attributes are useful in serving the goal of self-evaluation because, by reducing attributional ambiguity, they permit one to better understand the meaning or implications of one's standing on the dimension under evaluation. Related attributes also influence one's reactions to comparisons that are imposed by the environment. An example comes from relative deprivation research, which suggests that people are most resentful about not having something when similar others have it (see Crosby, 1976, for a review). For example, "the wages of manual workers are more important in determining whether or not miners feel entitled to a pay increase than are the salaries of white-collar workers" (Crosby, 1976, p. 95). Thus, comparisons with others who are similar on related attributes appear to have more impact than comparisons with others who are dissimilar (see also Gastorf & Suls, 1978; Sanders, Gastorf, & Mullen, 1979).

This evidence regarding related attributes points more generally to the importance of the dimensions that surround the dimension under evaluation. Related attributes refer specifically to those surrounding dimensions that predict performance on the focal dimension. However, the term surrounding dimensions refers more loosely to any dimension other than the specific dimension under evaluation. Surrounding dimensions cannot be defined more precisely at this time because, as is discussed next, it is not always clear what makes a surrounding dimension relevant.

Must Surrounding Dimensions be Related to be Relevant?

The hypothesis that people prefer to compare themselves with others who are similar on characteristics that are "related to and predictive of performance" (Goethals & Darley, 1977; p. 265) implies that similarity on surrounding attributes should not be important if those attributes are not related to the dimension under evaluation (Gruder, 1977). But that does not appear to be the case. Although people are interested in comparing themselves with others who are similar on related attributes, they also frequently select similar others for comparison regardless of whether the basis of the similarity is relevant to the dimension under evaluation (Feldman & Ruble, 1981; C. T. Miller, 1982; D. T. Miller, Turnbull, & McFarland, 1988; Samuel, 1973; Suls, Gaes, & Gastorf, 1979). An example is a study in which the dimension under evaluation was logical reasoning. The subjects chose to compare themselves with others who were similar in physical attractiveness, even though attractiveness was perceived to be unrelated to logical reasoning (C. T. Miller, 1982). Similarly, Major and Forcey (1985) provided subjects with an opportunity to compare their wages with those of the average man, those of the average woman, and the average wage combined across sex for tasks they had completed. Not surprisingly, most subjects preferred to receive information about the wages of others who had performed the same task, clearly a related attribute, but they also chose to compare themselves with others of the same sex, even when the job was unrelated to gender and even though they could have compared their wage with the average combined-sex wage.

Moreover, comparisons with similar persons seem to have more impact than comparisons with dissimilar persons even when the similarity seems to be unrelated to the dimension under evaluation. For example, helping situations prompt social comparisons that often imply to the recipient that he or she is inferior to the helper (Brickman & Bulman, 1977). Studies have suggested that the recipient's self-esteem suffers more when the helper and recipient are similar rather than dissimilar (see
Fisher, Nadler, & Whitcher-Alagna, 1982, for references). For example, after subjects lost heavily in a stock market simulation, they felt worse about themselves when they received aid from someone who was similar, even though the similarity dimension, attitudes on several topics, seems to have been unrelated to skill in investing (Nadler, Fisher, & Streufert, 1976).

Especially revealing is a series of studies by Tesser, Campbell, and their colleagues (see Tesser, 1986, for a review). These studies indicate that comparisons with others who are similar on any of several dimensions—such as age, sex, race, college major, and personality—have more impact on one's affect and self-esteem than do comparisons with dissimilar others. Tesser (1986) conceptualizes similarity in terms of *closeness*, which is similar to Heider's (1958) notion of a unit relation. . . . Closeness increases with similarity, physical proximity, family ties, similarity in place of origin, and the like. (p. 438)

Although in some of Tesser's studies closeness involves similarity on a dimension that subjects may consider to be related to the dimension under evaluation, often the similarity seems to be unrelated. For example, Tesser and Campbell (1985) found that seniors in high school planned to continue their schooling if their grades were high in relation to the grades of others of the same sex and race, but their plans were unaffected by how they compared with others who were dissimilar in sex and race. Because grades are dependent on one's academic standing in relation to the standing of all others, it is unclear why sex and race would be so important to one's evaluation of one's ability in school. As another example, comparisons regarding social popularity, skills, and appearance have more impact when they are with siblings who are close in age than with siblings who are distant in age (Tesser, 1980).

Neither Festinger's (1954) original theory nor statements regarding related attributes anticipated the importance of similarity on unrelated attributes. Why is a comparison with a similar other especially potent, even when the basis of similarity should bear no implication for one's standing on the dimension under evaluation? This question is important because, if even unrelated attributes are critical, that suggests that little is known, after all, about whom people choose to compare themselves with and why (C. T. Miller, 1982).

"Correlated" attributes. One possible explanation as to why individuals may compare themselves with others who are similar on some unrelated dimension is because that dimension has been related to a host of comparison domains in the past (C. T. Miller, 1982; Suls et al., 1979). People frequently may make same-sex comparisons because gender is related, or is believed to be related, to a wide variety of domains, including physical, intellectual, occupational, and personality domains. A person simply may not stop to consider the relevance of gender to the current dimension under evaluation and may make same-sex comparisons out of habit (C. T. Miller, 1982).

The correlated-attributes idea is a plausible explanation for comparisons on such key dimensions as sex, but it does not seem capable of accounting for all of the unrelated dimensions that have been shown to be important. It seems unlikely, for example, that such dimensions as attendance at the same college (Samuel, 1973) or undergraduate major (Zanna et al., 1975) would be related to a large variety of domains in subjects' past comparisons. Another problem is that the correlated-attributes idea implies that people approach their comparisons mindlessly, which seems possible in the case of selecting comparisons but seems inconsistent with the strong impact that these seemingly irrelevant comparisons often have on affect and self-esteem.

**Competitor comparisons.** A related explanation for individuals' interest in similar others, even when the similarity seems irrelevant, is that such others may be their competitors (Suls et al., 1979). For example, because one competes for grades with others who have the same major, those others may be salient targets of comparison even on dimensions that seem irrelevant to grades. Moreover, many people have had the experience that seemingly unrelated dimensions are important in competitive circumstances. A more physically attractive but less qualified person may have received an award that one has hoped for, even though physical attractiveness was not related to the award criteria. However, several examples of subjects' interest in similar others do not seem to involve competitors. Why would individuals feel especially competitive with others who are similar in physical attractiveness (C. T. Miller, 1982) or in attitudes (Nadler et al., 1976)? This explanation also encounters the difficulty of specifying what constitutes a competitor. If people of the same sex or same race are one's competitors, what makes them so?

**Self-defining comparisons.** C. T. Miller (1984) offered the intriguing hypothesis that individuals prefer comparisons with others who are similar on dimensions that are central to their self-definition (cf. Suls et al., 1979; Wheeler & Zuckerman, 1977). She found that individuals who were self-schematic (Markus, 1977) with respect to gender made same-sex comparisons regardless of the relevance of gender to the dimension under evaluation. However, people who were aschematic for gender made comparisons that supported the related-attributes hypothesis: They selected others who were similar in attributes related to the dimension under evaluation.

These results suggest that the two groups had different comparison goals. The aschematics appeared to be interested in the dimension provided by the investigator, because they selected comparisons that would make their relative standing on that dimension more meaningful. The gender schematics, however, seemed to be interested in that dimension only to the extent that it provided information about the gender dimension. C. T. Miller's (1984) findings warn social comparison researchers that subjects' motives for comparison may differ from those that the researcher expects: Their goal may not be to evaluate themselves on the dimension under evaluation as defined by the investigator, but to evaluate themselves on dimensions that are more central to their identities.

**Comparison goals.** A recent study by D. T. Miller et al. (1988) helps to clarify what constitutes a self-defining dimension and supports the view that different types of similarity serve different comparison goals. These investigators showed that individuals are especially interested in comparing themselves with others who are similar in some distinctive way. When subjects were given the choice of comparing themselves with one of two persons, both of whom were similar to the subject in a type of "perceptual style," they overwhelmingly chose to compare themselves with the one with whom they shared an
In addition, subjects appeared to view distinctive attributes as especially self-defining (cf. McGuire & Padawer-Singer, 1976). D. T. Miller et al. (1988) argued that when people compare themselves with others with whom they share a distinctive attribute, that serves the purpose of “determining their standing relative to others with whom they identify or feel a bond” (p. 909), which is critical in evaluating their self-worth. In contrast, comparing themselves with others who are similar in related attributes serves the purpose of “determining their standing relative to other people in general” (D. T. Miller et al., 1988, p. 908), which is helpful when evaluating a specific attribute.

In addition to helping to define self-defining, D. T. Miller et al.’s research bridges this concept and another concept critical to unrelated similarity, namely, closeness. Tesser’s (1986) closeness construct provides a unifying theme for all of the unrelated dimensions that have been found to be important: Other people of the same sex, age, college, occupation, and so forth are closer. Distinctiveness apparently contributes to closeness, in that subjects identified more closely with distinctively similar others than with nondistinctively similar others. An example may be that homosexual persons may tend to compare themselves with other homosexuals, whereas heterosexual persons, whose identity may revolve less around their sexual orientation, may not deliberately seek to compare themselves with other homosexuals (D. T. Miller et al., 1988).

Although the view that different types of similarity serve different purposes is quite promising, further work such as that of D. T. Miller et al. (1988) is needed to identify the determinants of closeness and the purposes that different types of closeness serve. Some dimensions that are self-defining and on which closeness clearly matters are not very distinctive (e.g., sex). In addition, some dimensions seem to be neither distinctive nor self-defining for most individuals (e.g., some attitudes). Each of these possible explanations for the importance of unrelated similarity, then, appears to account for some instances of subjects’ interest in unrelated similarity, but none appears to account for all of them. A fruitful approach for future researchers may be to address the questions these explanations leave unanswered, such as, What makes a similar other one’s competitor? And what dimensions of closeness serve what purposes?

Although the evidence that unrelated similarity is important runs contrary to the related-attributes hypothesis, it nonetheless underscores the importance of dimensions that surround the dimension under evaluation. Indeed, that evidence widens the scope of the surrounding dimensions that may be relevant in any given comparison. It is clear that, like related attributes, other types of surrounding dimensions are important in serving comparison goals and in determining the impact of comparisons received from the environment.

It is surprising that presently, more than 10 years after Goethals and Darley’s (1977) paper, researchers still often focus solely on the specific dimension under evaluation. This focus sometimes may lead to inaccurate conclusions about comparison priorities. Many rank-order studies, for example, suggest that people prefer to make upward comparisons, that is, to compare themselves with others whose scores are better than their own (e.g., Wheeler & Koestner, 1984). However, when subjects are given information other than just relative performance on the specific dimension under evaluation, such as the others’ sex or age, they prefer to compare themselves with others who are similar on these characteristics, as well as better in performance (Feldman & Ruble, 1981; Wheeler et al., 1982). In fact, subjects’ interest in others who are generally similar often outweighs their interest in better-performing others (Hoffman et al., 1954; Suls, Gastorf, & Lawhon, 1978; Zanna et al., 1975). Studies that offer only a limited range of comparison options along a single dimension, then, may be misleading.

Summary of How Social Comparisons May Serve Self-Evaluation

When one is self-evaluating one may seek (a) to learn about an unfamiliar dimension, by comparing oneself with others who are extremely dissimilar on the dimension or with the entire distribution of scores; (b) to pinpoint one’s own standing, by comparing oneself with others who are proximal on the dimension; and (c) to understand the meaning of one’s standing on a specific dimension, by comparing oneself with others who are similar in related attributes. In addition, people choose to compare themselves with others who are similar on even unrelated surrounding dimensions, and the degree of similarity on surrounding dimensions determines the impact of comparisons that are presented by the environment. This evidence underscores the fact that the comparison target is not the only important element in comparison processes; individuals also consider the nature of the dimension under evaluation and the dimensions that surround the dimension under evaluation when drawing comparisons.

Self-Improvement

This section is shorter than the other two sections because very little research has been aimed at discovering the ways in which social comparisons may be used for self-improvement. Nonetheless, evidence does suggest that self-improvement interests prompt social comparisons. Young children, for example, often compare themselves with other children to learn how to perform tasks (Feldman & Ruble, 1977).

Target Selections Along the Dimension Under Evaluation

Many researchers have viewed upward comparisons as reflecting Western culture’s emphasis on achievement, or what Festinger (1954) called the unidirectional drive upward. Consistent with this view, there is evidence that both people who are highly motivated to achieve a goal (Wheeler, 1966) and Type A individuals, who are hard-driving and competitive (Gastorf, Suls, & Sanders, 1980; Matthews & Siegel, 1983), are especially likely to make upward comparisons.

Even primarily self-evaluative comparisons may be colored by self-improvement motives. As was noted earlier, many rank-order studies demonstrate that people tend to compare themselves with others whose scores are better than their own (Arrowood & Friend, 1969; Friend & Gilbert, 1973; Gruder, 1971; Samuel, 1973; Suls & Tesch, 1978; Thornton & Arrowood, 1966; Wheeler et al., 1969; Wheeler & Koestner, 1984). When
Comparisons on Surrounding Dimensions

Modeling. Comparisons on dimensions that surround the dimension under evaluation may be pivotal in self-improvement efforts. The modeling literature indicates that people are most likely to imitate another person's behavior when that person is similar to themselves (see Bandura, 1986, for a review). Individuals also tend to adopt the performance standards of others who are similar on surrounding dimensions. For example, children appear to be more interested in comparing their performance on a new task with that of same-age peers than with that of adults or younger children and to decide which of their own performances deserves a reward on the basis of their peers' performances (W. P. Smith, Davidson, & France, 1987).

Imitating others who are similar on dimensions that are related to the performance dimension makes sense, because one may draw inferences about one's own performance or one's potential. For example, an aspiring journalist may be encouraged by learning that a prominent journalist attended the same school of journalism. Once again, however, the similarity between the observer and the model may be important even when it occurs on a dimension that is objectively unrelated to the imitated dimension. For example, children with phobias who observe other people successfully cope with a feared stimulus are encouraged more when these others are similar rather than dissimilar in sex and age, even when sex and age "do not really affect how well one can perform the feared activities" (Bandura, 1986, p. 404).

Inspiring versus threatening upward comparisons. One risk of upward comparisons as a vehicle for self-improvement is that they may be demoralizing, because one is forced to face one's own inferiority. One's concerns for self-enhancement may conflict with one's concerns for self-enhancement. What determines whether upward comparisons are inspiring or threatening? The answer again illustrates the significance of surrounding dimensions. Wheeler (1966) proposed that highly motivated persons, those most likely to make upward comparisons, are spared feelings of inferiority because they assume that they are similar to the highly performing other. One may fasten on the general dimensions on which one is similar to the other and infer that one day, one also will be successful on the specific dimension under evaluation. For example, a junior tennis professional making upward comparisons to Martina Navratilova is not likely to feel threatened, but inspired.

However, other research seems to contradict the idea that upward comparisons are inspiring if one assumes similarity to the superior other. Recall that upward comparisons may be particularly painful when the superior others are close or similar on surrounding dimensions. As another example of that phenomenon, women who saw pictures of physically attractive women rated their own physical attractiveness as relatively low, except when they thought that the attractive others were professional models (Cash, Cash, & Butters, 1983). Subjects seem to have been able to dismiss the implied comparison of professional models (i.e., dissimilar others) but could not do so when they believed that the other was a peer (i.e., similar; see also Hoffman et al., 1954; Mettee & Smith, 1977). Such results suggest that rather than being encouraging, upward but generally similar comparisons are particularly likely to wound one's self-esteem.

A resolution to this contradiction may rest on whether the similar other is a competitor (Brickman & Bulman, 1977; Mettee & Smith, 1977); but see Morse & Gergen, 1970). Evidence suggests that when similar others are competitors, upward comparisons are aversive, but when they are not competitors, their superior performance is inspiring (or irrelevant; Brickman & Bulman, 1977). Although Martina Navratilova's success is not likely to threaten the junior tennis professional, a fellow junior player's success is threatening. Under competitive conditions, people tend to avoid comparisons with superiors (Dakin & Arrowood, 1981; R. L. Miller & Suls, 1977; Van Knippenberg, Wilke, & de Vries, 1981).

Once again, then, surrounding dimensions are important both in serving one's comparison goal and in determining the impact of comparisons offered by the environment. Individuals seeking self-improvement may both learn from and feel encouraged by comparing themselves with others who are superior on the dimension under evaluation yet are similar on dimensions that are related to the evaluation dimension. The similarity on surrounding dimensions also influences the impact of any upward comparison; if the superior other is a competitor, for example, one may feel threatened.

Self-Enhancement

Clearly, when individuals attempt to achieve their goals through social comparison, they attend to more than just the comparison target. This is nowhere more true than in the case of self-enhancement, in which still more features of comparison emerge.

Target Selections Along the Dimension Under Evaluation

Upward versus downward comparisons. The preceding discussion of upward comparisons reveals that they may serve all
three comparison goals: One may evaluate oneself against the higher standard; one may learn from the superior other; and if one assumes similarity on surrounding dimensions, the upward comparison may be self-enhancing. However, a perhaps more reliable method of self-enhancement is to make downward comparisons. In a recent theoretical analysis, Wills (1981) reviewed a great deal of evidence suggesting that when people experience misfortune or threat, they frequently compare themselves with someone who is inferior or less advantaged.

For example, subjects who had been told that they were high in "hostility to one's parents" (which was described in very negative terms) overwhelmingly chose to compare themselves with others who had even more hostility than themselves (and in that sense were inferior and in the downward direction; Hakmiller, 1966b). Other experiments have indicated that threat leads to downward comparisons on both selection measures, in which subjects tend to select inferior comparison others (Friend & Gilbert, 1973; Levine & Green, 1984; Wilson & Benner, 1971), and on comparative ratings, on which subjects tend to derogate others (Cialdini & Richardson, 1980; Crocker, Thompson, McGraw, & Ingerman, 1987). Moreover, downward comparisons appear to reduce distress or enhance self-esteem (Crocker & Gallo, 1985; Gibbons, 1986; Hakmiller, 1966b; Lemyre & Smith, 1985).

Downward comparisons also have been found in recent field studies. Individuals who had experienced job disruption (Pearlin, Lieberman, Menaghan, & Mullan, 1981), marital conflict (Menaghan, 1982), spinal cord injuries (Schulz & Decker, 1985), and general stressors (Pearlin & Schooler, 1978) rated their circumstances as more favorable than those of others. In an interview study, the vast majority of breast cancer patients spontaneously compared themselves with others who were less fortunate than they (Wood, Taylor, & Lichtman, 1985). For example, one woman said

I had just a comparatively small amount of surgery on the breast, and I was so miserable, because it was so painful. How awful it must be for women who have had a mastectomy. (Wood et al., 1985, p. 1178)

Although these studies support the idea that threat prompts downward comparisons, recent evidence suggests that threat may not be a necessary prerequisite (Wood & Taylor, in press); people may engage in self-enhancing downward comparisons even when not threatened.

Similar versus dissimilar comparisons. Another route to self-enhancement involves similar comparison others. Studies using comparative rating measures have indicated that when individuals have undesirable characteristics, such as difficulty making friends or strong fears, they tend to rate others as similar, that is, as also having these difficulties (Alicke, 1985; Campbell, 1986; Ross, Greene, & House, 1977; Sherman, Presson, & Chassin, 1984; Suls & Wan, 1987). However, on desirable dimensions, people tend to rate themselves as superior to others and as unique in their superiority (Alicke, 1985; Brown, 1986; Campbell, 1986; Marks, 1984; Sanders & Mullen, 1983). For example, when subjects say that they would engage in a desirable behavior such as donating blood, they estimate that few others would do the same, but when they say that they would act in an undesirable manner, such as not stopping to help an elderly couple change a flat tire, they estimate that most others would do likewise (Goethals, 1986a).

These differences between desirable and undesirable dimensions are consistent with an explanation that is motivational, namely, that subjects are seeking self-enhancement. However, it is not certain that subjects are using comparison processes to achieve self-enhancement. Comparative ratings are ambiguous as to what they reflect about social comparison (Wood, 1989). When subjects rate themselves in relation to others, they may try to mentally average all of the comparative information that they have received in the relevant domain, and hence their ratings may represent a summary of their past comparison experiences. However, ratings also may reflect individuals' current hopes about where they stand in relation to others more than the actual comparisons that they have made. Subjects who rate themselves favorably, for example, may be motivated to believe that others are inferior (Goethals, 1986a; Suls & Wan, 1987).

Regardless of what these comparative rating measures reflect about social comparison, they suggest that the nature of the dimension under evaluation may determine which comparison target will serve one's self-enhancement goals. On desirable dimensions, comparisons with dissimilar and, especially, inferior others will be most self-enhancing; on undesirable dimensions, one may feel better about one's own failings by focusing on others who are similarly flawed.

Self-relevance of the dimension under evaluation. The nature of the dimension under evaluation varies importantly in another way: its self-relevance. Festinger (1954) acknowledged that dimensions vary in their importance to the individual. He predicted that on important dimensions, one's self-evaluative drive will be particularly strong and that one will make comparisons within an especially narrow range of similar others. Contrary to Festinger's prediction, however, recent studies suggest that personally important dimensions arouse motives other than self-evaluation, as well as interest in comparison others who are not similar.

These recent studies indicate that the nature of the dimension again is important in comparisons, both those presented by the environment and those made by the individual to serve his or her goals. The self-relevance of the dimension under evaluation may influence the effects of comparisons that the environment presents in two ways. First, comparisons along self-relevant dimensions appear to have more impact than comparisons that are not self-relevant. Children's feelings of self-worth appear to depend on how competent they believe they are in areas that they regard as important (Harter, 1986). In addition, Tesser's research suggests that a close other's success is particularly aversive when it involves a dimension that is central to one's self-definition (Pleban & Tesser, 1981; Tesser & Campbell, 1982; Tesser, Millar, & Moore, 1988). Salovey and Rodin's (1984) study of "social-comparison jealousy" provides a good example: When business majors were told that their "business acumen" was "surprisingly low," they were likely to disparage the other and to feel anxious and depressed. When the dimension under evaluation is not dear to the self, however, one may enjoy a close other's accomplishments (Tesser, 1986). A physician may take pride in her brother the musician's success but may be distressed by her brother the physician's more successful career (Tesser, 1980). These studies also point to the second way in...
which self-relevance influences the effects of comparisons, namely, that dimensions that people cherish seem to be especially likely to awaken self-enhancement goals.

Self-relevance also determines in part how the individual attempts to satisfy self-enhancement goals. Tendencies to see oneself as superior and to underestimate others’ talents are especially pronounced on dimensions that are self-relevant (Campbell, 1986; Marks, 1984), which suggests that people prefer to make downward comparisons on those dimensions. Indeed, sometimes people try to hinder the performance of others on self-relevant dimensions, thereby ensuring a downward comparison (Tesser & Smith, 1980).

Self-relevance and social comparison research. Given the evidence that people experience discomfort when they compare themselves with others who are superior on self-relevant dimensions, it is surprising that the bulk of social comparison studies report preferences for upward or similar others. These studies may suggest that people are less motivated to avoid discomfort than to obtain accurate comparison information. Alternatively, most studies may have used dimensions that are not self-relevant and thereby may have omitted a feature of naturalistic comparison that influences comparison selection. Many studies have involved unfamiliar dimensions, either because bogus feedback may be more credible when it concerns unfamiliar dimensions or because self-evaluative interests may be strongest there. However, the picture that is painted by these studies appears to differ from the picture that emerges from studies using more familiar and consequential dimensions. When the dimension is self-relevant, people appear to be eager to see themselves as unique and superior, and their comparison preferences shift markedly to downward comparisons.

This argument may seem inconsistent with findings from several areas of social psychological research, such as conformity and interpersonal attraction, which suggest that often people strive to be like other people. However, these areas also may have concerned dimensions that typically are not self-relevant. False-consensus research, which has concerned many different types of dimensions, speaks well to this issue. Many false-consensus studies involve dimensions that are probably unimportant to most subjects’ self-definitions, such as preferences for white or brown bread (Ross et al., 1977), or involve dimensions that are undesirable. On such dimensions, people typically say that others are similar to themselves, whereas on desirable or self-relevant dimensions, they do not tend to do so (e.g., Goethals, 1986a). At least in Western society, similarity on self-defining dimensions may imply that one is undistinguished or mediocre (Brickman & Bulman, 1977; Fromkin, 1972). These false-consensus findings warn social comparison researchers that it is hazardous to generalize findings concerning unfamiliar or trivial dimensions to comparisons involving personally important dimensions.

In summary, many targets of comparison along the dimension under evaluation may serve self-enhancement goals. Which particular target—upward, downward, similar, or dissimilar—is most self-enhancing appears to depend on the nature of the dimension under evaluation, specifically, how desirable and how self-relevant it is.

Comparisons on Surrounding Dimensions

How are the dimensions that surround the dimension under evaluation important in self-enhancement? As was mentioned already, individuals may feel encouraged if a successful person is similar to themselves on related attributes, because they may infer that they, too, will become successful. Another strategy borrows similar attributional principles, but focuses on dissimilarity in related attributes. If a superior person is dissimilar to oneself on related attributes, one may attribute the other’s superiority to those differences and thereby dismiss the comparison (Brickman & Bulman, 1977). For example, breast cancer patients did not appear to feel inadequate in comparison with “supercopers,” famous women whom the media present as adjusting extremely well to their breast cancer (Wood et al., 1985). Instead, the patients seemed to regard such comparisons as irrelevant. One respondent said, “They’re very prominent women. They’re very well-to-do. They’re married. I could not relate to that” (Wood, Taylor, & Lichtman, 1982, p. 7). By perceiving superior others as dissimilar, one may “take some of the sting out of defeat or inferiority” (Brickman & Bulman, 1977, p. 162).

One even may try to create dissimilarity. Because individuals feel especially threatened when they are inferior to someone who is close, they may attempt to reduce closeness with the superior person (Tesser, 1986). One may spend less time with the other (Tesser, 1980), physically distance oneself (Pleban & Tesser, 1981), or disparage the other (Salovey & Rodin, 1984). By manipulating surrounding dimensions, either by focusing on dissimilarity in related attributes or by reducing closeness, one renders superior others as less relevant to one’s self-esteem.

Imagining Comparison Targets

If no inferior comparison targets are readily available, one may imagine one. In the breast cancer study previously described, many respondents focused not on specific other women but on hypothetical others, in comparison with whom they were adjusting well (Taylor, Wood, & Lichtman, 1983). For example, one woman said,

You read about a few who handle it well, but it still seems like the majority really feel sorry for themselves. And I really don’t think they cope with it that well. I don’t understand it, because it doesn’t bother me at all. (Taylor et al., 1983, p. 34)

Many respondents seemed to fabricate comparison others, or at best, to generalize from second-hand information about one or two people who had particular difficulty adjusting. By manufacturing normative standards of adjustment,” victims may emerge from comparisons as having adjusted very successfully (Taylor et al., 1983).

Several of the false-consensus findings mentioned earlier also may reflect the imagining of comparison targets. When individuals see themselves as uniquely superior on a valued dimension, or when they see their undesirable characteristics as common, they may be imagining a mass of comparison others who are inferior, or they may be projecting their undesirable characteristics onto others (Suls & Wan, 1987).

Avoiding Comparisons

People also may aim for self-enhancement by avoiding rather than selecting comparison targets. Although this possibility has
received little attention, people at times do appear to deliberately avoid social comparison (Brickman & Bulman, 1977). When individuals believe that their ability is particularly low or they are otherwise threatened, they tend to avoid upward comparisons (Friend & Gilbert, 1973; Gastorf et al., 1978; Fysczynski, Greenberg, & LaPrelle, 1985; Samuel, 1973; R. H. Smith & Insko, 1987), and when they think that their inferiority will be made public, they are much less likely to interact with superior others (R. H. Smith & Insko, 1987; Wheeler et al., 1969; Wilson & Benner, 1971). Thus, one may forego the self-improvement benefits of upward comparisons in favor of preserving one's self-esteem.

But what if the person has no choice, if the environment imposes comparisons? For example, how can poor people restrict their comparisons to similar others, even when reminders of affluence are salient? Martin (1986) offered a striking illustration. When an Appalachian woman was asked by a friend about the amount of money she was earning, she replied, "I am very content; I have more than my neighbors." Her friend continued, "What about the people on 'the hill'?" (This was a wealthy residential area, clearly visible from the [woman]'s front yard.) She answered, "My life is here. I don't think about them." (Martin, 1986, p. 217.)

Even forced comparisons, then, may be avoided cognitively.

### Selection of Comparison Dimensions

The nature of the dimension under evaluation has been discussed in terms of how it determines the goal of comparison. However, the individual's goal may well determine which dimension he or she selects for comparison. Although this possibility seems intuitively obvious, the literature scarcely has recognized it (Taylor et al., 1983). Instead, most studies have provided subjects with a single comparison dimension on which they must draw a comparison. A few studies, however, do suggest that individuals may select particular dimensions on which to make comparisons.

Many respondents in the breast cancer research made "dimensional comparisons," in which they selected dimensions on which they appeared advantaged. For example, many older women compared themselves favorably with younger women (e.g., "That's a terrible, terrible thing for a young girl to face. It's different if you're an older woman like me."). Even women who were dying described ways in which they were luckier than other women (e.g., they were surrounded by loved ones, whereas many others were not). Although these women could have compared themselves with women who had never had breast cancer, they instead focused on dimensions on which they were superior.

Similarly, when subjects are given a choice of tasks, they tend to select ones on which their performance is not only good but also better than others' (Tesser & Campbell, 1980; Van Knippenberg et al., 1981). Groups of boys at a summer camp were induced to compete over which group could build the best hut (Lemain, 1974). When the researchers deliberately handicapped one group by supplying them with inadequate building materials, this group started growing a small garden, which they sought to have recognized as an alternative target of evaluation. Generally, people appear to value dimensions on which they excel but to minimize the importance of their shortcomings (Campbell, 1986; Harter, 1986). Individuals even may redefine a dimension as less central to the self if they learn that others are superior on that dimension (Tesser, 1986; Tesser & Campbell, 1980).

### Summary: How Social Comparisons Serve Goals

How do individuals go about meeting their comparison goals in the face of an active, sometimes uncooperative environment? Clearly, comparison processes involve much more than the selection of a comparison target. Self-enhancement motives, for example, may lead to downward comparisons (or similar comparisons if one has an unfavorable characteristic), but they also may lead one to manipulate surrounding dimensions, imagine an inferior target, select a dimension on which one is advantaged, or simply avoid comparisons entirely. It is meaningful that more strategies are listed for self-enhancement than for the other comparison goals. When one's goal is self-evaluation, there is little need to manipulate one's comparisons; one may be receptive to all comparative information. As one's goal departs from accurate self-evaluation, however, one must exert more influence on the comparison process. These findings mirror those of the social cognition literature more generally; as one's goals or personal investments predominate, one is more likely to distort information strategically (Showers & Cantor, 1985). Exerting influence on comparisons becomes especially important when the environment is uncooperative. Many of the strategies in the self-enhancement section involved situations in which the individual had been exposed to an unfavorable comparison. The Appalachian woman provides a good example.

This research also makes clear the importance of two elements in the comparison process, namely, the nature of the dimension under evaluation and the dimensions that surround the dimension under evaluation. As was mentioned earlier, Festinger (1954) did anticipate the importance of these two elements. In fact, one of the first social comparison studies manipulated both of them (Hoffman et al., 1954). However, the subsequent literature largely has failed to appreciate their influence. Both parameters act on both sides of the comparison process, influencing the effects of comparisons presented by the environment and influencing the ways in which the individual may serve his or her comparison goal.

The nature of the dimension under evaluation—its familiarity, desirability, and self-relevance—is critical, because it may determine the impact of a comparison. Comparisons on self-relevant dimensions, for example, appear to have special impact on one's self-esteem and feelings. The dimension under evaluation also may determine whether comparisons that are forced on individuals stimulate comparison goals. Unfamiliar dimensions appear to heighten interest in understanding the dimension itself, and self-relevant dimensions seem especially likely to heighten self-enhancement motives. The nature of the dimension also influences the way the individual satisfies his or her comparison goal, because it may determine which target along the dimension will satisfy that goal. On unfamiliar dimensions, extremely dissimilar others may serve the goal of learning about the dimension under evaluation. Similar others, however,
may make one feel better if one learns that one is high in some undesirable characteristic. On self-relevant dimensions, self-enhancement is best met not by comparing the self with similar others but by comparing the self with inferior others.

The dimensions that surround the dimension under evaluation also influence the impact of comparisons presented by the environment. Comparisons with others who are close on surrounding dimensions have special impact; favorable comparisons are especially pleasurable, and unfavorable comparisons are especially painful. Because of this, comparisons with close others seem likely to stimulate self-enhancement motives. Surrounding dimensions also assist the individual in meeting his or her aims. For example, they may assist self-evaluation because comparisons on related attributes are especially informative about the meaning of one's relative standing along the evaluation dimension.

Especially intriguing are findings that suggest that these two elements of comparison may themselves be used to serve comparison goals. After an unfavorable comparison, individuals may, for example, alter the nature of the dimension under evaluation by defining the dimension as less important (Tesser, 1986). They also may manipulate surrounding dimensions, such as by distancing themselves from a close other (Tesser, 1986).

Conclusion: Implications for Social Comparison Theory

What are the implications of the present analysis for contemporary theory in social comparison? First, it should be noted that the evidence very strongly supports Festinger's (1954) original theory in several respects. It emphasizes the importance of social comparisons in self-evaluation and social behavior. In addition, although the research challenges the similarity hypothesis in the sense that individuals often do not prefer to compare themselves with similar others, it suggests that in another sense, Festinger was correct about the importance of similar comparisons: Comparisons with people who are similar on surrounding dimensions are especially potent. Moreover, most of the need for updating the theory comes not from research involving Festinger's main interest, self-evaluation, but from research involving self-enhancement. On the other hand, the evidence also portrays the comparison process, the individual, and the social environment as sharply different from the portrait presented by the original theory and by much of subsequent research.

The Complex and Manipulable Comparison Process

The social comparison process is considerably more complex than has been recognized traditionally. Comparisons often occur on more than one dimension simultaneously, they may not involve similar targets, they are guided by a complex constellation of parameters, and they do not necessarily involve selection of a comparison target but may take a variety of forms.

Still more complexity exists in the comparison process. Masters and Keil (1987) identified many more parameters that should be taken into account in comparison research. They pointed out, for example, that many personal characteristics such as one's socialization history influence comparison evaluations. They also emphasized that the process of comparison involves multiple comparisons over time rather than single comparisons at one point in time. Two sources of complexity that Masters and Keil discussed are especially relevant to the present analysis, because they afford even more opportunities for individuals to serve their goals.

First, individuals compare themselves not only with other individuals but also with groups of people, and they compare their own groups with other groups (Goethals & Darley, 1987; Levine & Moreland, 1987). One may invoke group-level comparisons to serve one's goals. For example, children made comparisons that were favorable to their own ethnic group after their group's low status was made salient (Mackie, 1984). One may invoke a group-level comparison even when a threat to self-esteem concerns a personal rather than a group-related dimension. For example, individuals who thought that they had failed on a test of creativity derogated a rival university (Cialdini & Richardson, 1980).

A second complication that Masters and Keil (1987; see also Suls, 1986a) developed further involves the comparisons that individuals make not with others but with themselves at another time, or what Albert (1977) called "temporal comparisons." Like the capacity to alternate between individual and group-level comparisons, the capacity to alternate between social and temporal comparisons is likely to introduce still more flexibility in comparison processes. One may, for example, compare one's currently poor performance with one's past, even worse performance. Indeed, one may reconstruct one's past so as to see one's present circumstances more positively (Conway & Ross, 1984).

The Active Social Comparer

Not only does the individual appear to be less rational and unbiased than Festinger (1954) portrayed, but the individual may also exert much more influence on the comparison process than social comparison researchers have assumed. Although the literature typically has emphasized that the individual is selective, it has viewed the individual's capacity to be selective as constrained by whatever comparison targets are available. However, two comparison strategies, selecting comparison dimensions and imagining comparison targets, are target free and hence present a contrasting picture of the social comparer. One need not depend on finding a comparison target who will serve one's goal; one may fabricate a target or focus on a particular dimension rather than on a specific target (Taylor et al., 1983).

Moreover, if one encounters an unfavorable comparison, one may attempt to restore one's self-esteem through selectively making what may be called postcomparison comparisons. If one learns that one is inferior on some dimension, for example, one may emphasize other dimensions in subsequent comparisons. For example, a premed major who was a subject in Salovey and Rodin's (1984) study recalled his or her thoughts on learning that another subject was superior on a test of medical science aptitude:

I couldn't help but think, "If he's such a hot-shot premed and does so well in his classes, I bet he's really just a nerd; I bet he's one of those unfriendly, antisocial weenies that hike out in the library 20 hours a day; he probably couldn't have an interesting conversation with anyone." (p. 790)

As was seen earlier, many such self-enhancing strategies may
follow an unfavorable comparison. Most of the strategies that Tesser (1986) identified, such as reducing closeness with someone who is superior, also represent postcomparison processes (or what Masters and Keil, 1987, called compensatory comparisons).

The idea that people may make target-free comparisons, and selectively use postcomparison comparisons if an unfavorable comparison does manage to intrude, suggests that comparison information at times may reflect one's goals more than one's actual standing in relation to others. As Goethals (1986a) pointed out, individuals fabricate and ignore social reality in ways that support a particular view of themselves. Thus, social comparison often may be a process of construction; it may not always involve comparisons with other people in any usual sense (Wood et al., 1985).

How "Social" is Social Comparison?

If social comparison may be an act of construction, how social is social comparison? This emphasis on the individual's capacity to manipulate comparisons seems inconsistent with another emphasis in this review, namely, that at times comparisons are not selected, but forced, and that the self is defined by its social context. How can individuals, on the one hand, freely manipulate their comparisons and, on the other hand, be at the mercy of the surrounding social world? Clearly, both of these alternatives are too extreme to represent the typical pattern of social comparison.

Although little research in social comparison has addressed this issue, some evidence points to constraints on individuals' capacity to distort reality. Goethals' (1986a) false-consensus studies suggest that when social information is ambiguous or inconsistent, individuals may readily distort that information, but that when the information is clear cut and vivid, they are more responsive to it. Similarly, when one compares oneself with vague, nameless others, such as "the average person," one may be able to make any comparison that one desires, but when the comparison other is a specific person whom one knows, one may be less able to manipulate comparisons (Perloff & Fetzer, 1986). However, these constraints seem to be minimal; social information is likely to be ambiguous more often than not (Darley & Goethals, 1980), and people rarely are forced to select a specific comparison target (except in the laboratory). Thus, construction processes may prevail frequently.

One must keep in mind, however, that the available research probably has vastly underestimated the role of the social environment. By focusing primarily on the selection of comparisons, the literature has largely ignored what may be the most prevalent and potent type of social comparison (Bickman & Bulman, 1977). The comparisons that individuals do not seek but arrive unbidden—from the neighbor who takes frequent, exotic vacations or from the colleague who is awarded three large grants in one year—warrant much more theoretical and empirical attention. A promising recent analysis, for example, helps to account for how the self-concept changes in response to the social environment. Higgins, Strauman, and Klein (1986) proposed that momentary changes in one's setting or activities make one standard, of the many standards one uses in self-evaluation, more cognitively accessible than others.

In addition to imposing comparisons, the social environment is likely to awaken goals that direct the individual's social comparisons. Two examples of how it may do so were identified earlier: Comparisons on self-relevant dimensions and comparisons with others who are close on surrounding dimensions both stimulate self-enhancement motives. One's environment also is likely to stimulate more global and enduring goals. The social environment may in part determine the individual's self-concept, which leads to certain goals (Showers & Cantor, 1985) that, in turn, guide one's comparisons with the social environment.

Research has supported aspects of this possible bidirectional relationship. The "frog pond" studies cited earlier suggest that the social environment imposes comparisons that shape the individual's self-concept. More specifically, changes in children's comparison behaviors appear to be associated with changes in their self-perceptions (Rubie & Frey, 1987). In addition, research supports the idea that the self-concept in turn may determine one's comparisons. As children grow older, they increasingly focus their comparisons on areas that they regard as personally important (Bers & Rodin, 1984), and adults appear to evaluate others in terms of the dimensions that they themselves value (Lewicki, 1983; Markus & Smith, 1981). Social comparison researchers have barely begun to explore the reciprocal relationship between the social environment and the individual, an issue with which the whole field of social psychology and personality is wrestling (e.g., Bandura, 1986; Showers & Cantor, 1985).
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1990 APA Convention “Call for Programs”

The “Call for Programs” for the 1990 APA annual convention will be included in the October issue of the APA Monitor. The 1990 convention will be held in Boston, Massachusetts, from August 10 through August 14. Deadline for submission of program and presentation proposals is December 15, 1989. This earlier deadline is required because many university and college campuses will be on holidays in mid-December and because the convention is in mid-August. Additional copies of the “Call” will be available from the APA Convention Office in October.